FREEDOM from HUNGER

THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION WAS SET UP IN 1945 TO HELP THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD IN THEIR CONTINUING FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION.
NATIONS UNIES

FREEDOM FROM HUNGER

UNITED NATIONS

FREEDOM FROM HUNGER

OБЪЕДИНЕННЫЕ НАЦИИ

NACIONES UNIDAS

5c

UNITED NATIONS

NACIONES UNIDAS
ASCENSION

Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

ARGENTINA

Bowl, Cup & Child

BAHAMAS

Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

BASUTOLAND

Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

BECHUANALAND

Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

BERMUDA

Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods
Empty Bowl, Mother & Child
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

REPUBLICA DOMINICANA

Emisión Pro-Campaña Mundial Contra el Hambre
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA

Emisión Pro-Campaña Mundial Contra el Hambre
ITALY

Broadcasting Seed

Man Harvesting Wheat
KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

Tractor Farming

Man & Corn

Tractor Farming

Man & Corn
IRAQ

REPUBLIC OF IRAQ
SOUVENIR SHEET OF FREEDOM FROM HUNGER CAMPAIGN
21-3-1963

Price 50 Fils

THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION WAS SET UP TO CONTINUE FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION
REPUBLIC OF IRAQ

Price 50 Fils
REPUBLIC OF IRAQ

SOUVENIR SHEET OF FREEDOM FROM HUNGER CAMPAIGN

21-3-1963

PRICE 50 FILS

BUNDESDRUCKEREI BERLIN
기아해방운동기념우표
1963년 3월 21일 발행
대한민국 제신부
LIBERIA

“Freedom from hunger”

REPUBLIC OF LIBERIA
FREEDOM from HUNGER

The Food and Agriculture Organization was set up in 1945 to help the peoples of the world in their continuing fight against hunger and malnutrition.

Mali
- Farming With Tractor

Malta
- Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

Mauritania
- Ribbon Around Globe

Mauritius
- Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

Monaco
- Mother Bird Feeding Young

Montserrat
- Queen Elizabeth & Protein Foods

Morocco
- Factory & Vegetable
- Man, Net & Fish
MONACO 1963

CAMPAGNE CONTRE LA FAIM

Mother Bird Feeding Young
Child & Cup of Milk
RWANDA

Wheat Theme

Wheat Theme

Wheat Theme

Wheat Theme
SPAIN
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UPPER VOLTA

REPUBLIQUE DE HAUTE VOLTA

CAMPAGNE MONDIALE CONTRE LA FAIM

25F + 5F

POSTES

Ribbon Around Globe
VENEZUELA

Netting Fish

Map, Man & Baby Lambs

Map & Man Harvesting Wheat
AFGHANISTAN

Stylized Wheat & Globe

Corn

Outstretched Hands Holding Wheat

Grain on Stalk
Outstretched Hands Holding Wheat
AFGHANISTAN

CONTRE LA FAIM
POSTE AERIENNE

No 06868
PHILIPPINES

Girl Harvesting

Girl Harvesting

Girl Harvesting
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URUGUAY

YEMEN

Stylized Wheat over Globe

Stylized Wheat over Globe

Stylized Wheat over Globe

Stylized Wheat over Globe